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ACROSS
3.   Hitting a ball into a hole with one stroke 
7.   Hitting a ball into a hole two strokes under par
9.    A fifteenth century English name for golf balls
10.   Designated strokes for a particular hole
11.   Name of gadget on which the golf ball is placed 
15.   Type of grip where fingers are entwined  
16.   The highest par rating on a hole  
17.   The L in LPGA  
18.   Where legend says golf was invented
19.   Club normally used to hit the ball off the tee  
20.   The hole is located here 
21.   This grip reminds one of holding a bat 

DOWN
1.   The club with the greatest loft 
2.    This club is used on the green  
4.    The number of clubs in a good amateur golf bag  
5.    The youngest player to complete the Career Grand Slam 
6.   Type of grip where fingers of one hand are on top of 

fingers of the other   
8.    The first US _____ tournament was held in 1895
9.   The area between the tee and the green 
12.   Usual number of holes on golf courses  
13.   Hitting a ball into a hole one stroke over par 
14.   The first US Open was held in this town  
21.   Hitting a ball into a hole one stroke under par

Physical Education Sports and Activities: Golf

Name: _________________________________________    Date: ________________

CROSSWORD   GOLF
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Golf

Scotland

Feathery

America

Purse

Tees

Clubs

Fairway

Green

Sorenstam

Par

Birdie

Bogie

Eagle

Ace

Rough

Mickelson

Woods

Grip

Swing

Putting

Wedge

Iron

Driver

Masters

Find these words in the above puzzle. Circle the words.

Physical Education Sports and Activities: Golf

WORD SEARCH  GOLF

Name: _________________________________________    Date: ________________
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WORD SCRAMBLE  GOLF

Name: _________________________________________    Date: ________________


